William Shakespeare’s

THE TEMPEST

16-30 Aug (not 25) 2:45 pm (4:00)

“Magical!” - News Times

Aurora/WCSU presents
A Sal Trapani Production of A Musical Enchantment

0870 241 0136 / www.sweet-uk.net
Past Reviews:

“Moments of sheer genius...superb voices, dance and fights cleverly choreographed, excellently executed finale.”
- one4review

“Outstanding voices, an immensely uplifting and entertaining show.”
- Three Weeks - Twelfth Night

“A triumph, shimmering with energy, stunning.”
- The Scotsman-Enemy Project Ibsen

“A tasty ... delightful, sweet and amusing, boasting strong melodies ... a serious message ... worthy entertainment.”
- Edinburgh Evening News -

FOOD: A Sixteen Course Musical